KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CA 95

LOCUS 221

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Wall

BEG. LEVEL(S)
N: 463.96/C: 463.89/G: 463.94

END LEVEL(S)
482.71

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
CA 950 11

OVER LOCUS (ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _______ FINE _______ UNID

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _______ HELD, MOULDMADE _______ ROMAN _______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus consists of a stone wall running along the E edge of the trench. It measures 1.20m wide at its widest extent in the trench. It runs generally N-S, but is not parallel to the E balk. Therefore, it is narrower in the North than in the South. It is in generally good condition but has 2 robbing pits; one in the north and one in the SE corner of the trench, which disrupt it. It is constructed of a shell of larger flat stones, which are worked and laid in courses. The shell encloses an area of smaller rubble which is also laid flat and in courses. Interspersed at intervals below the topmost preserved course are headers which are well dressed and which run the width of the wall.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CA95

LOCUS: 002

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Floor

BEG. LEVEL(S)
+13.66m

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
CA95012

END LEVEL(S)
463.64

OVER LOCUS(ES)
CA95002.1

UNITS IN LOCUS:
CA95.038

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 640g FINE__ UNID 1403

LOM: Hellenistic cook ware

SPAN/CONDITION: Hellenistic/small-med. ware

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE____ HELL. MOULDMADE______ ROMAN_____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL
   Bones: x 6 (#217)

5. OTHER

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This unit consists of a patch of floor in the northern half of the trench. The floor consists of a hard surface of soil and plaster intermixed with crud topping small cobbles (5-10cm). It exists as a roughly triangular patch 2.25m N-S & 1.35m E-W at its greatest extent. It is defined by a disturbance on the West which enters through it and the northern edge of the trench where it is widest. It is unclear if it bonded with the wall of Locus [CA95001] or not.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CA 9502

LOCUS: 021

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Floor

BEG. LEVEL(S)
463.64

END LEVEL(S)
463.47

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
CA 95012

OVER LOCUS(ES)
CA 95016

UNITS IN LOCUS:
CA 95089-081

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 12.400KG, FINE 6 SHARDS, UNID 3.740 KG

LOM Persian: Cookware & Attic B6

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE____ HELLI, MOULDMADE______ ROMAN_____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL
Bone:
(A 218), (A 220), (A 221)

5. OTHER
Stoppers: 9 (#1271, 1282, 1283, 1284)

6. INU.
Attic PP (#119) inv: KOS 006, Attic B6 SW (#1249) inv: KOS 083, KOS 084

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/ FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDOING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is the point 1 of locus CA 9502 and consists of the material immediately below the floor surface. It is more well defined in the north and less so in the south. Its matrix is akin to that of locus 002 but in general with less lime.
KEBESEH LOcus SHEET

AREA: C955

LOCUS: 023

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.):

wall

BEGIN LEVEL(S):

463.99

UNDER LOCUS (ES):

CA95012

END LEVEL(S):

462.99

OVER LOCUS (ES):


UNITS IN LOCUS:


FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT._______ FINE_______ UNID

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE_______ HELL. MOULDMADE_______ ROMAN_______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/_FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus consists of a stone wall running roughly east-west which peaks out of the western balk in the northwest corner of the trench. It is constructed of uneven stones with larger ones generally on the outside faces and smaller ones in the middle. It is mostly hidden by the western balk of the trench, and surpasses it but a little way,
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CA95

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Floor

BEG. LEVEL(S)
462.85m

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
CA95012

UNITS IN LOCUS:
CA95.031

LOCUS: 004

END LEVEL(S)
463.84

OVER LOCUS(ES)
CA95009.1

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 0.100kg  FINE______  UNID 0.100kg

LDM?

SPAN/CONDITION small, worn

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE______  HELL. MOULDMADE______  ROMAN_____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL
   Bone: 3 Frags (H 198)

5. OTHER

6. INDU

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This Locus is a Triangular fragment of floor which was pedestal'd. The floor was made of soil compacted with small to medium gravel (1-5cm) and plaster or degenerate limestone. It is situated near the centre of the western half of the trench. It looks to be of similar make up to CA95002 physically, but it is not contiguous with that locus.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CA95

LOCUS 00H.1

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

- Floor

BEG. LEVEL(S)

463.8

END LEVEL(S)

463.4

UNDER LOCUS (ES)

CA95004

OVER LOCUS(ES)

CA95017

UNITS IN LOCUS:

CA95.032-034/CA95.036

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 1580Kg FINE____ UNID 90 primary sherds

- LDM Persian (cookware body sherds)

- SPAN/CONDITION Iran - Persian

- LAMPS: WHEELED______ HELD, MOULDMADE________ ROMAN______

- COINS

- 4. FAUNAL

- Bones: 16 frags. (#197,199,199,212)

- OTHER

- 6. INU

- Alm bankir juglet rim: (#814) inv: 1085605

- 7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is the 1 to Locus CA95004 and consists of the material directly below the surface of the floor fragment. It is made up of much the same material.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C9905

LOCUS 005

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Wall

BEG. LEVEL(S)
484.80 m

END LEVEL(S)
463.55 m

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
C995012

OVER LOCUS(ES)
C995006/C995005.1

UNITS IN LOCUS:
C995043 /

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 480g  FINE —  UNID 40g

LDM ?

SPAN/CONDITION Iron — ?

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE—— HEIR. MOULDMADE——— ROMAN——

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL
   Bones: x5 (H223)

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus consists of a stumpy wall running E-W. It is constructed of large, minimum rocks flanking a core of smaller ones. It measures 0.88 m wide (roughly E-W) and 0.79 m D-S. It lies apparently on a soil layer above the E-W wall C995006 which runs along the same line beneath C995005 into wall C995001. The Eastern edge of C995005 starts 0.21 m away from the southwest corner of C995001.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CHA5

LOCUS 285

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
wall

BEG. LEVEL(S)
463.70

END LEVEL(S)
463.54

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
CA95005

OVER LOCUS(ES)
CA95006

UNITS IN LOCUS:
CA95.041

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 3400 g FINE 80 g UNID 0 g

LDM no databoxes

SPAN/CONDITION — small-medium varn

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is the result of the wall removal of CA95005 and consists of the soil left after the removal of the larger wall rocks. It lies atop CA95006.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CA95

LOCUS 206

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Wall

BEGIN LEVEL(S)

LDL: 463.46/NC: 463.58/SL: 463.58

UNDER LOCUS (ES)

CA95025

CA95012 & CA95015

END LEVEL(S)

LDL: 463.27

OVER LOCUS (ES)

CA95010

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT.______ FINE______ UNID______

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHELMAD______ HELL. MOULDMADE______ ROMAN______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is a wall running beneath and roughly parallel to [CA95005] which is partially
footed after it. This locus however, is much wider than the wall above it and built more
steadily. [CA95006] is built of large unhewn stones flanking a core of smaller ones in
rough courses. Every so often a larger header runs across the entire width of the wall. The
wall is adjacent and connected to [CA95011] forming a near right angle. Both walls have
similar construction, though [CA95006] has been much more thoroughly robbed. It survives
at several courses lower than [CA95001] and its western end crosses the unit
to disappear into the w wall at its lowest point the wall is
on 70 cm lower than its highest. 30 cm E of the W wall this
wall meets [CA95007], a slightly narrower wall.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CA99

LOCUS CA95007

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) WALL

BEG. LEVEL(S) 483.09

END LEVEL(S) 482.86

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CA95006

OVER LOCUS(ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _______ FINE _______ UNID

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _______ HELL. MOULDMADE _______ ROMAN _______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This is a section of wall ca. 106 cm wide, which runs into CA95006 at almost a right angle (bending slightly W) only 30-40 cm of this wall's length is in CA99.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CA95

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
WALL

BEG. LEVEL(S)
South: 462.65/462.77m / 462.75m

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
CA95019

END LEVEL(S)
462.51

OVER LOCUS(ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT._UNI
FINE UNI

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHELMADE HELM. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCI ie OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is a broad rock wall some 137 cm wide. The outer edges are made
with larger unknown rocks which sandwich a core of smaller rubble. Its southern
edge lies up against [CA95002] and it heads north, roughly in line with [CA95007].
Part of [CA95003], the SE corner, may rest atop it or atop rubble which rests
atop it. Right in front of [CA95003], the surviving top of [CA95007] drops precipitously
into a pit between it and the wall in CB6.5. (see CA95.006)
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CA95

LOCUS: 009

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): Wall

BEG. LEVEL(S): 482.50

END LEVEL(S): 482.14

UNDER LOCUS (ES): CA95020

OVER LOCUS(ES): CA95008

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _______ FINE _______ UNID

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _______ HELL. MOULDMADE _______ ROMAN _______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This is a wall running N-NW-S-SE in the rough centre of the trench. It crosses below [CA95008], which floats above it in parts. As such, it is difficult to measure the width exactly. Its estimated width is 92cm. It is made of semi-uniform stones, generally smaller in size than the other walls. It also seems to have been affected in part by some of the later robbing episodes, which also affected [CA95008].
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CA9.5

LOCUS 016

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

WALL

BEG. LEVEL(S)

483.22

END LEVEL(S)

482.27

UNDER LOCUS (ES)

CA95006/CA95015

OVER LOCUS(ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _______ FINE _______ UNID _______

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _______ HELL. MOULDMADE _______ ROMAN _______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/TouchING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Previously considered part of CA95006. This wall is demarcated from it by a course of thin flat stones acting as a leveling course. The rest of CA95010 goes quite deep and is slightly wider than CA95006. It is constructed of semi-burnt rubble which is larger on the outside and smaller on the inside.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CA05

LOCUS: 211

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Topsoil

BEGIN LEVEL(S)
464.42

UNDER LOCUS (ES)

END LEVEL(S)
465.65m

OVER LOCUS(ES)
CA95.012

UNITS IN LOCUS:
CA95.001 - CA95.004 / CA95.008

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 82.2 Kg
FINE _______ UNIQ

LDM Modern

SPAN/CONDITION worn

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE____ HELL, MOULDMADE______ ROMAN______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL
   Bone (#36)

5. OTHER
   Plastic (#37)

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus consists of the topsoil removed from the trench in several units. Its maximum span was 5 x 5 m. It sits above the rubbly subsoil. CA11/CA95001 began to be revealed immediately below it. The soil itself was characteristic of topsoil with high organic content and modern inclusions.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CA925

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Subsoil

BEG. LEVEL(S): 463.96 - 463.74

END LEVEL(S): 463.91 - 463.55

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
CA95011

OVER LOCUS(ES)
CA95005/CA95006/CA95007/CA95008/CA95002/CA95015
CA95001/CA95009/CA95007

UNITS IN LOCUS:
CA95.005-CA95.007/CA95.009/CA95.011/CA95.015-CA95.017
/CA95.025

FINDS:

35,565

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 35,565 FINE 1310, UNID

LDM ER CW & TW BS S

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL
   #20 bone, #18 bone, #29 bone, #2 bone, #24 bone, 101.4g, #60 bone, 64.9g, #39 bone
   #62 bone, #3 bone, #2 bone, 40.7g, #61 bone, #68 bone, #73 bone

5. OTHER
   #19 plaster, #21 plaster, #40 glass, #67 plaster, #65 plaster, #73 plaster

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS E OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is the rocky subsoil which lies just below the topsoil. It is
characterized by the inclusion of rubble intermixed loosely with the standard
soil and gravel. A good deal of the rubble is concentrated around the area which
revealed wall at or below this locus, i.e. CA95009/CA95007/CA95005/CA950011.
This locus spreads over most of the trench but is bounded on the east by CA950011.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CA95

LOCUS: 013

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
  FILL (robbing pit)

BEGIN LEVEL(S)
  463.94 m

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
  CA95011

UNITS IN LOCUS:
  CA95.013/CA95.004

END LEVEL(S)
  463.49 m

OVER LOCUS(ES)
  CA95001

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT: 4.05 kg   FINE: 0%   INDIAN 480g

   LD: 2nd c. BC BSR Base

   SPAN/CONDITION: Iron-Hell: small-medium, worn

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE    HELL. MOULDMADE    ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL
   bone: 149.3  (#49/50)

5. OTHER

6. INU.
   Bone antler hammer (#276) inv: K0651005

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI I.E. OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is the fill in the northern disturbance/robbing pit which damaged the wall [CA95001]. It consists of an area around 941 x 4 meters N-S and the same or slightly larger E-W. It is about 40 cm deep. On the west it abuts [CA95012] (sand).
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CA95

LOCUS 014

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Fill (robbing Pit)

BEGIN LEVEL(S)
469.81 m

END LEVEL(S)
469.55 m

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
CA95011

OVER LOCUS(ES)
CA95001/CA95006

UNITS IN LOCUS:
CA9.5.016

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 4.75 kg FINE REG. UNID 1.200 kg

LDM loci 1 Fine Fish plate

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELED_________ HELL. MOULDMADE_________ ROMAN_________

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

Bones: 127 kg (#62)

5. OTHER

Plaster x 4 (#63)

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is the fill from a robbing pit which was dug into the area of the corner of walls [CA95006/005] and [CA95001], damaging both 1 & 5 and coming down to the level of 6. It lies in the very corner of the trench in the South East. It overlies wall[CA95001] to the north and [CA95006] to the west.
AREA: CA957

LOCUS: 015

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Fill (robbing trench)

BEG. LEVEL(S)
1493.94 m

END LEVEL(S)
1492.30 m

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
CA95012

OVER LOCUS(ES)
CA95017/CA95019/CA95008/CA95019/CA95006/
CA95010/CA95007
076/077/079/094/096

UNITS IN LOCUS:
CA95.020/021/022/024/026/027/028/029/042/047/049/050-056/062-065/070

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 111.10 FINE 5.485 UNID 79.4 Kg

LOM Kefar Hananiyah 4A

SPAN/CONDITION EBA - Early Roman

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS K6CO11, K5CO03

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLORAS

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI E/OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus consists of fill from a robbing trench which runs the N-S length of the larger trench. Its units are concentrated in the west above the line of CA95009/CA95007. This robbing trench was responsible for the disruptions to CA95003, CA95005, CA95006 and CA95010, which occur just west of centre within the trench. The soil in the units of this locus is very often characterized by inclusions of rubble, and was often fairly loose. The LDM (Kefar Hananiyah sherds) was found in a unit near the base of the locus, characteristic of a robbing trench. This locus is constrained by the area of CA95002 as well as the remains of the walls above. Besides the LDM, most of the material appears to be Hellenistic or earlier.
KEDESHE LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CA95

LOCUS: 016

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S): 483.45

END LEVEL(S): 482.75

UNDER LOCUS (ES): CA95002.1

OVER LOCUS(ES): CA95020

UNITS IN LOCUS:
CA95.000-092

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 41,520 FINE 0,510 UNID 25.63 Kg

LDM: Persian

SPAN/CONDITION: Bronze - Persian, small medium, worn

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is the fill which lies directly below the floor fragment CA95002 and its .2. It lies in the north-eastern quadrant of CA95. It is, bound on the north by the edge of the trench, on the east by CA95001, on the west by CA95012, and on the south by CA95015 & CA95016 both in the south. It was dug in two separate sets of units: CA95.000-005 in the south, and CA95.006-092 in the north. The set in the south was less certainly covered by CA95002 than the set in the north and therefore, less certainly sealed by that floor. This locus overlies CA95020.
**KEDESH LOCUS SHEET**

**AREA CA95**

**LOCUS 017**

**TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)**

FILL

**BEG. LEVEL(S)**

483.94

**UNDER LOCUS (ES)**

CA95041, CA95015

**UNITS IN LOCUS:**

CA95.058-061/CA95.074/CA95.093

**END LEVEL(S)**

482.66

**OVER LOCUS(ES)**

CA95008/

**FINDS:**

1. **POTTERY:** **TOTAL WT. 35950 FINE 1050 UNID 16.57 Kg**

LDUM: Folded rim table jug, four spouts / Mid Hall FW

**SPAN/CONDITION**

Iron - Hell

2. **LAMPS:** **WHEELMADE_____ HELL. MOULDMADE_______ ROMAN_____**

3. **COINS**

4. **FAUNAL**

bone 355, 359, 361, 360, 667

hare # 356, 582
cheet # 361, 303

5. **OTHER**

bone # 350

6. **INV.**

sword ring K061004,

7. **SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT**

charcoal 352

**LOCUS DESCRIPTION:** INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus consists of a Hellenistic fill event running along the western wall of the trench, running from the south face of CA95003 to the edges of the southern walls CA95005/006/010, which some units in past cover. At the very bottom it covers the very western edge of CA95008. This locus is differentiated from the robbing trench CA95015 by the presence of of compacted clayish soil instead of the units. Unlike CA95015, this locus is generally lacking in rubble, save at the very bottom, where it comes near CA95009. This fill does not appear to be occupation related and may have something to do with the building of the walls to the north and south.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CA95.5.

LOCUS 818

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S)
463.70

END LEVEL(S)
462.65 m

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
CA95015

OVER LOCUS(ES)
CA95010

UNITS IN LOCUS:
CA95.090/CA95.095/CA95.037/CA95.066-069/CA95.071/CA95.072/CA95.075

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 72.240 FINE 1250 UNID 27.3 Kg

LDM Persian lamp ('Early Hell') cook pot - rim

SPAN/CONDITION BA - Persian / small-medium, worn

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE_______ HELL. MOULDMADE_______ ROMAN_______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL
Bone: 194, 200, 213, 458, 469, 506, 509, 516
Bone grinder 218
Shops: 129, 142, 152

5. OTHER
Iron: 215, 216, 652
Phiale frag 517 / glass 512

6. INV.
Iron hook K064006
Washed shell middy K06810/10
Stamped B3 K061093
Ground stone tool K065010
Iron nail K064005

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT
tauere brick

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS OBER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus consists of fill in the south east quadrant of the trench. It is
bounded by [CA95007] to the east, [CA95006/10] to the south [CA95016] to the north and
[CA95015], which also overlies it to the west. It itself overlies [CA95020].
The fill of [CA95013] is differentiated from those around it by its lack in general of
either lime or rubble, which characterize the Fills to the West and north. It is compacted
in the upper units and less so in the lower.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CA95

LOCUS 219

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
fill (lower robbing pit)

BEG. LEVEL(S)
462.91

END LEVEL(S)
462.30

UNITS IN LOCUS:
CA95, 098-101/CA95,103/CA95,105/CA95,108/CA95,113

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
(1995015)

OVER LOCUS(ES)
CA95008/CA95009

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 14.920 FINE 0.090 UNID 14.2 Kg

LDM Hell cookpot wheel made body shard (4th c.)

SPAN/CONDITION IA - Hell

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL bone: 718, 798, 949, 700, 881/841

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus consists of the fill remaining from an earlier robbing episode than [CA95015]
which exists immediately below it. It is characterized by disruptions to wall [CA95008],
especially in the north, near the line of [CA95003]. The LDM for this locus is Persian.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CA95

LOCUS: 020

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S): 462.87

END LEVEL(S): 412.89m

UNDER LOCUS (ES): CA95.016 / CA95.018

OVER LOCUS(ES): CA95.001

UNITS IN LOCUS:
CA95.012 / CA95.106 / CA95.110 / CA95.111 / CA95.112 / CA95.115 / CA95.117

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 59.040  FINE 0.140  UNID 50.7 kg

LDM: Persian folded lamp

SPAN/CONDITION: Iron-Arc

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE_____ HELL. MOULDMADE_______ ROMAN_______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. IND.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS(es) OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus consists of fill in the eastern side of trench. It is bounded on the east and west by the lines of [CA95.001] & [CA95.009] respectively, both of which are pedestalled on soil by the level of the locus. It is also bounded on the south by [CA95.010] which also peter out by the bottom of this locus. [CA95.020] also covers [CA95.009]. It runs the length of the trench north-south, and appears to be a very early fill event, covered by later fill events higher up.